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MINUTES 

Kekaha Host Community Benefits Fund 
Citizens Advisory Committee 

Meeting No. 42 
Kekaha Neighborhood Center, Kekaha, Kauai, HI 

July 8, 2013 

Meeting Time:  6:30 pm – 9:00 pm 
 

 
 

AGENDA 

ITEM 

MINUTES ACTION 

I.  Call To 

Order/Roll 
Call 

Meeting Called To Order by Chair Bruce Pleas. Roll Call. Bruce, Jose, Myra 

and Thomas.  Excused are Glenn, Big Boy and Robert 

Meeting Called to 

order at 6:40 pm 

II.  Approval 

of Agenda 

Thomas Nizo moved to approve the agenda.  Seconded by Myra Elliott Motion to Approve 

Agenda.  All In 
Favor. Motion 

passed unanimously 

III.  Public 
Testimony 

At this time we will take public testimony and will also be taken at any time during the meeting. 

 My name is Laura Haack and I am speaking on behalf of my husband 

Dennis and myself and we are talking about our concerns about the use of 

funds for the photovoltaic systems.   

Letter Read. 

Bruce Pleas Could you please give the copies to Yvonne and she will have those 

distributed.  Thank you. 

Letter distributed to 

CAC members. (See 

Attachment “A”) 

Jose Bulatao Laura.  Just so that it is absolutely clear and transparent and accountable.  I want the body here to 
know that I made an announcement yesterday in church because we belong to the same church and 

when we had that moment of concerns, I made the statement that we were having a meeting 
tomorrow which is today and that we are dealing with important topics and I was asking for the 

prayers and support of our congregation but I did not solicit this letter from Dennis and I had nothing 

to do with the content and the perspectives presented and I wanted to be sure this body realizes that.  
Thank you. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  Anyone else wants to testify at this time.  Ok.  We will move to the approval of the Minutes dated 

May 22, 2013; June 25, 2013 Workshop and June 25, 2013 CAC Meeting.  I am looking for a motion 
to approve all three minutes. 

IV:  

Approval of 
Minutes 

a.  Meeting Minutes of May 22, 2013; b.  Workshop Meeting Minutes of June 25, 2013; c. Meeting 

Minutes of June 25, 2013 

 Myra moved to approve minutes dated May 22, 2013, Workshop dated 

June 25, 2013; and CAC Meeting June 25, 2013. 

Seconded by 

Thomas.  

Bruce Pleas Open up for discussion.  Are there any changes?  Hearing none.  All in 
favor of approval of the minutes a, b and c.  Please raise your hand. 

Three for approval, 
Bruce, Thomas and 

Myra. 

Jose Bulatao I am not against the minutes. I am abstaining  

Bruce Pleas Ok.  And we have 2 abstain. With that the 
approval of the 

minutes passes by 
majority, 3 to 2. 

Jose Bulatao Is that a standard procedure?  Just a simple majority? 

Bruce Pleas Yes.  It’s a simple majority for a quorum.  We have a quorum therefore the majority of the people 

present. 

Jose Bulatao Do you have documentation of that? 
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Bruce Pleas Yvonne do you have documentation of that? 

Jose Bulatao What does it say specifically? 

Yvonne 

Hosaka 

According to the CAC Rules.  Rule #3- Voting.  The affirmative vote of at least the majority of the 

committee members present at a meeting at which a quorum is established shall be necessary to take 
action. 

Jose Bulatao Thank you for that documentation. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  So the majority is 3 to 5 therefore the approval of the minutes have passed. 

Bruce Pleas Next on the agenda is update on the Financial Report.   

V.  Financial 

Report 

a.  Update on CAC request to Department of Finance for Complete Financial Record in full detail of 

starting balance to current day inclusive of interest. 

Bruce Pleas Have we had a response from the Department of Finance? 

Yvonne 

Hosaka 

Yes.  The Department of Finance has requested additional time to compile all of the information to 

provide to us.  They are going to do a detailed report and we should be receiving that at the next 

meeting. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  We requested a letter be sent last time letting them know that we need that information for the 
next fiscal year. 

Yvonne 

Hosaka 

Yes.  I sent an email requesting that information. 

Bruce Pleas Ok. I am just reiterating for this meeting only that we will need that information at the next meeting 
and we are not forgetting.  Ok.  We will move on to the next agenda item. 

VI. New 

Business 

There is no new business. 

VII.  
Unfinished 

Business. 

a.  Discussion and Possible Decision-Making, Solarize Kekaha Proposal. 

Bruce Pleas This discussion will be on the proposal that was presented at the workshop and that was the final 
form and I will be looking for a motion to send a recommendation to the Mayor for approval of the 

Solarize Kekaha Proposal as presented at the workshop.  With that, I am looking for a motion and if 
there is no motion, I will open it up for discussion. 

Thomas Nizo I make a motion to send a recommendation to the Mayor for approval of Solarize Kekaha Proposal 

Bruce Pleas Is there a second? 

Bruce Pleas Hearing no second, Motion dies for failure of a second and I will open it up for discussion. 

Jose Bulatao One of the points of discussion that I have is what documentation is there in terms of what the 

proposal that was presented to us at the workshop of having 3 non-profit organizations involved in 
the process of moving the photovoltaic project forward.  According to the minutes that I reviewed, E 

Ola Mau still exists as a Fiscal Sponsor, that solarize Kekaha is now a participating non-profit 
organization in the mix of the matter; and that HCDC is another non-profit organization that is 

involved in the process of moving this project forward.  I need a clearer explanation because when 

this project proposal was originally presented only E Ola Mau was listed as a Fiscal Sponsor.  What I 
need to know or what I would like to see is a documentation of the manner and style in which these 

other entities were brought into the picture without the knowledge, approval and consent of the CAC.   

Robin 
Danner 

Aloha.  For the record my name is Robin Danner.  E Ola Mau currently is the fiscal sponsor, and, or 
the proposed fiscal sponsor just as the grant proposal is a proposed project until a.  A fiscal sponsor 

agreement is signed by E Ola Mau and Kekaha Solarize and b. the County executes the grant 
agreement between the County and Solarize Kekaha with E Ola Mau’s signatory as well.  In terms of 

HCDC, they’re merely another non-profit leveraging the project and providing full-time office space.  

They are not a fiscal sponsor.  The HCDC in the last workshop presentation, we laid out that they will 
be making permanent office space available to the project in Kekaha. 

Jose Bulatao Was there ever a consideration that if we needed office space that the proposal could have come 

either to the County officials to utilize possibility of utilizing space here in a county facility because I 
am aware of two office spaces that are available having worked here before that may be available to 

this project without any charge at all. 

Robin 
Danner 

Could be.  It’s not the best situation. 
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Jose Bulatao As for whom?  

Robin 

Danner 

Well for the community because County facilities have to be reserved ahead of time and the fact that 

the project has an office space with one of the issues that the County raised about having all files 
being able to be locked down in confidential with one of their concerns last year that we worked on 

and so we concluded that that was correct and there should be a specific location. 

Jose Bulatao But this was never discussed openly with all of the participating people about the availability or.. 

Robin 
Danner 

With all due respect, it’s up to each grantee’s non-profit where they want to have an office space.  If 
they want to have an office space at the County Building or if they want to have their own office 

space such as St. Catherine’s, or E Ola Mau. Those are choices that the non-profits make for 

themselves.  That’s a decision for the grantee to make.  

Evelyn 
Olores 

So what you’re telling us is that anyone can make office space anywhere.  I’d like you to know that 
being a former County employee and this being a County project for the community, I don’t see why 

the project cannot be placed at the community center because County projects, Federal Projects and 
State projects have first choice to use the community center as such so I don’t believe that projects 

should be any place else and it should be here at the community center. And no ands if’s or buts 
about being a project like this and I’d like to see in writing the fiscal sponsor, E Ola Mau with Solarize 

Kekaha, who would be taking over the fiscal responsibility of this project because all I’m hearing is, 

it’s gonna come when the project gets approved and really I see is the cart is before the horse at this 
point and that don’t go with me because I wanna see everything in writing.  A lot of things that the 

program didn’t cover and I go back to what KIUC put down over here that it requires the customer to 
submit an inter-connection request application to KIUC for engineering review before you can put 

anything on the house.  This step allows you whether you have to pay any connection review and 

with your project proposal, I don’t see the cost of the landowner themselves as to how much they 
would pay before you put in and according to what KIUC is saying, the customer could be charged up 

to $10,000, now who’s gonna pay that? 

Robin 
Danner 

Thank you for your comments.  I’ll try to take them one at a time.  Again, the grantee has its place of 
business.  It’s not a requirement by the County, by the Feds or by the State when you get those kinds 

of funds that your non-profit has to move into a government facility.  None of your Kekaha grants 
before required any of the grantees to move their offices from where ever they were to a County 

facility so that issue is strictly the decision of the grantee.  There are many many many County, State, 

Federal grants here on this island and those non-profits operate out of rented office space or out of 
buildings that they own so with all due respect, that is a choice of Solarize Kekaha in terms of where 

the location will be in agreement with the County.  The second is, it would be unfair to require E Ola 
Mau or Solarize Kekaha to enter into a fiscal sponsorship agreement prior to there being a grant 

approval.  If the grant is approved by the Mayor, then it would be reasonable to present to the E Ola 

Mau board and to the Solarize Kekaha to do a final commitment to one another.  At the last meeting, 
we did indeed present a draft copy of that, of a standard fiscal sponsorship agreement which E Ola 

Mau testified in support of and reiterated the standardness of fiscal sponsorship agreements.  It 
would be putting the cart in front of the horse to ask them to execute a contract on a project that 

may or may not be funded or approved which is why normally, you get an approval of the grant and 
then you execute a grant agreement and then you execute a fiscal sponsorship agreement.  In terms 

of the commentary about inter-connection fees or accessibility and even to the young lady who 

testified that there might be problems with solar panels etc.  I guess first I would ask is, did you 
remove the solar panels from your home?  The bottom line is, whatever you think about solar panels, 

PV, water, each of us individually and how we feel about these things, this project is about 
empowering homeowners to make that choice for themselves rather than waiting because there’s not 

going to be a cable from Hawaii Island to Kauai for geothermal at least in the lifetime of the 

homeowners that would be impacted by this project.  PV is a proven and good alternative renewable 
energy.  It’s also a choice for individual homeowners to make and I’m not sure that I feel comfortable 

making those choices for other people.  I put solar water on my home.  Hot water is 40% of my 
energy cost and then I took the next step and put PV panels and that’s my choice and if there’s an 

opportunity to do so, I think that this project is about creating opportunities for homeowners who 
have been impacted the longest then that’s their choice and no one else’s.  The project is about 

creating those opportunities.  The inter-connection, the issue in terms of repairing roof tops, etc. as 

we made clear in the workshop, just like anybody here without the project would have to repair their 
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roof and it would have to be in such a condition that you could put solar panels on the roof tops.  The 

same thing about inter-connection.  This project isn’t creating inter-connection costs. That’s already a 

cost if someone wanted to put solar panels on and it required an inter-connection cost.  The good 
news is that David Bissell at the last meeting at the workshop was pretty darn clear and supportive of 

putting this project forward and of KIUC’s willingness to work with homeowners for the project on 
minimizing inter-connection fees.  It may be that not every single person or homeowner that may 

want PV be able to get PV because of the condition of their home or other things.  That is aside from 
the project being available for everybody else. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  With some of the questions coming up.  We did not require the Community Garden to be focused 

in places. We did not require the road show to be at certain places.  I feel that’s up to the grant and 

it’s where you’re comfortable to go.  The other questions, yes there are things that the project has 
come out with solar hot water and has a complete array of what can be available.  I have a question 

for you.  For $5,000 what have you come up with that would be available with no money spent by a 
community member?  What products would be available at this point that you know of? 

Robin 

Danner 

Obviously, the pre-paid purchase agreement.  That’s a slam-dunk zero down situation.  I’m not saying 

that I prefer that over one, they’re just options.  So the pre paid purchase agreement is no money 
down. It’s a specific payment for a twenty-year contract. The $5,000 would be, could be the pre-paid 

portion and it’s flexible enough for the homeowner can even add to that to further enhance their 

benefits. 

Bruce Pleas This is on the pre-paid, how many kilowatts would that be? And I want to focus this directly on $5000 

and no body spending anymore.  I want to just have the information that there is a PPA out there for 

$5000 and it will be 2 KW.  So that’s all the information.  I am not interested and looking for a little 
list of what can be done for $5000. 

Robin 

Danner 

Thank you.  At the workshop the gentlemen from Sun Run handed you a handout that laid out three 

different options and one of them was $4,890 roughly around there. It was under $5000 on a pre-
paid PPA power-purchase agreement which I believe was a 2.4, 2.5 KW.  Does that answer your 

question? That was a handout. 

Bruce Pleas So for the solar hot water.  Do you have any information on what the cost on those would be? 

Robin 
Danner 

It depends on an 80 gallon or a 120 gallon but typically you could get either of those within $6000 
and under to install a solar water at least that’s been our experience. 

Bruce Pleas Ok, and to lease, what information do you have on that? 

Buddy 

Ayudan 

So basically, your question is. What the residents will receive right? 

Bruce Pleas What I want to know, for $5000 which is what you had in your proposal, what can they get if their 
broke like me.   

Buddy 

Ayudan 

Right now, the residents who sign up and qualify what they would have on the photovoltaic side they 

would have the 2.4 K system or 2.5 K system.  It’s in that parameter.  This is a pre-paid agreement 
for 20 years.  In the 20 years, all the maintenance and repair… 

Bruce Pleas I’ve got the PPA down. What I’m looking for solar panels and lease and purchase.  

Robin 

Danner 

Ok.  There are 3 options. Purchase, which you could get the tax credits. So our project does do an 

analysis of a homeowners tax liability to see if purchasing and owning would be the best option and 
how those tax credits would apply.  The State and Federal tax credits because you could get over 

50% of the cost back so you could double a system if it was advantageous for you to do the tax 

credits so we would lay all those out in the education workshops that the project would do.  So 
purchase is the first with all the tax credits.  Second, pre-paid power purchase agreement, which 

would be no money down because up to the $5000 would be paid toward the pre-paid PPA.  Solar 
lease is also typically a no money down product that solar companies offer where they are essentially 

leasing your rooftop so that also a no money down. 

Bruce Pleas How big would the leased system be?  Do you have any idea at this point? 

Robin 
Danner 

Those are unique to the homes and to the amount of the roof.  The most important part about solar 
leasing is that it is almost always no money down.  It’s an easy way and industry standards tell you 

that that’s the least preferred in terms of value to the homeowner especially compared to the tax 
credits.  So those are the three main options.  Purchase, Pre-paid power purchase agreement and 

solar leased.  On top of that Mr. Chairman there will be Solarized Kekaha’s program.  We will also be 

educating on other existing residential solar subsidies, grants and loans that are available in the 
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marketplace like the Credit Unions have very, very low cost financing so you could do a combination 

of Solarize Kekaha plus your local credit union to put a larger system on your roof.  There are some 

elder and low-income grant programs through the Department of Energy and HUD.  We’re going to 
be including that information in all of our Solarize Kekaha education workshops so that once again 

those grants and loans can be combined for the individual homeowner to make good decisions about 
their particular situation.  

Jose Bulatao On that note specifically, what will be the financial responsibility for monies available to poll the 

people who will be sending this information so that the people who may be considering that possibility 
of the range of options that may be available.  Is any funding coming out from this grant proposal so 

that who ever may be offering that information will be receiving some funding so that the information 

can be validated and verified. 

Robin 

Danner 

Received some what?  Funding? 

Jose Bulatao Any funding for training purposes to inter-relate with the community residents.  Where would that 

money come from? 

Robin 

Danner 

The Solarize Kekaha project budget does not dedicate any of the funds towards that because KIUC 

and because the State of Hawaii has a very progressive renewable energy State plan that was 

adopted under Lingle and then Abercrombie. The technical resources are plentiful between D-Bed 
between KIUC; they actually fund a technical assistance and educational program.  Solarize Kekaha 

would put together an educational workshop that drew upon those pieces of expertise rather than 
spending the funding of the HCB funds. 

Jose Bulatao So those possibilities are still pending?  Because you have no information as to the exactitude of all of 

this array of possibilities except for what you just said right now. 

Robin 
Danner 

Because that’s part of the proposed project. So once you get approved, once there is a project 
approval then you move forward in developing the project curriculum.  In the workshop last month, I 

laid out that there will be an educational component of Solarize Kekaha, numerous outreach workshop 

sessions and individualized solar household assessments where in that workshop individual Kekaha 
residents would be able to come to those workshops, bring certain data like their utility bill etc., and 

be able to leave that workshop having compared the purchase, pre-paid and solar lease doing an 
analysis based on their home.  That’s the purpose of the educational workshop. That too was a 

recommendation and a good recommendation of the County, which we have been working on over 
the last year with the Mayor and his staff.  It was one of the recommendation that they had which 

was to expand beyond just funding systems but making sure that we had an educational campaign so 

we built that in. 

Bruce Pleas Thank you.  I feel myself that we don’t have to micro-manage what you’re doing. We have not done 
that with any other project but this one does have way more money involved.  But just from the 

information I’m getting and seeing what’s been going on, I feel comfortable with letting you guys run 
with it because you’ve covered a lot of possibilities, you’ve covered a lot of the bases, you’ve done 

what the County asked and I’m really comfortable with this and I think if we want to know everything 

that you’re doing, this will never get going. 

Robin 

Danner 

May I?   

Bruce Pleas Yes. 

Robin 
Danner 

To the CAC, absolutely, this project along with any other project will have to meet, must not hope but 
must meet the County compliance standards, fiscal and progress implementation standards of that 

grant agreement should this project be recommended to the Mayor and should the Mayor then 

actually approve it and then execute a grant agreement.  Very strict compliance.  Weather its $10.00 
or $100.00. Those compliance and fiscal requirements are the same. 

Evelyn 

Olores 

Mr. Chairman.  You know I’m listening to a lot of different things going on just from tonight and these 

are the kind of things that I have been looking for prior to all of these meetings that we had. I feel 
very uncomfortable just getting to know what’s gonna happen with each individual household you 

know you come to the workshop.  I’m gonna get that thing about saying I thought you were gonna 
pay for all this now I gotta put up $10,000 more or I gotta do this, I gotta fix my roof.  My house 40 

years old.   Can I put something on my roof that my house is 40 years old now? Do I need to fix my 

roof?  Where am I going to get that money to fix it?  But a lot of these things I listening to tonight for 
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the first time and I hate this because everything is the cart before the horse.  Remember, I was the 

one that asked the CAC to approve this project the first time and I waited for over a year for all of 

those questions to come back to be answered and it took me this long to find this out.  There’s lots of 
people that want the PV system in Kekaha and there’s more people that says, what’s gonna happen 

to my house if it’s 40 years old.  I’m old already.  Who’s gonna pay and you don’t know what each 
individual have to come out and pay.  You know Ms. Haack over there she put on her system and I’m 

pretty sure she’s not gonna take it out and she wants full coverage for her system and she hasn’t 
gotten it yet and hopefully she’ll get it on her own.  But there’s lots of other people in Kekaha that 

I’ve come in contact with and I don’t want to be the one they come back to and say hey Evelyn I had 

to spend $20,000 more for my PV so it behooves me to look at all what you’re saying tonight and it’s 
news to me at this point and let me tell you Mr. Chairman I’m very uncomfortable with this project so 

far.  For the ones that can afford it, it’s ok but the ones that really want it may not have the power or 
the funds to really make a go of it and so at this point, I’m sorry I cannot have this project go 

through. 

Buddy 
Ayudan 

Mr. Chairman.  Can I touch bases on a little bit about what Mrs. Olores had in concerns?  In the 
residence and in the concern on what they spending, basically what we’re giving forward to the 

community is a set amount for a set item.  You don’t have to take it, that’s one thing.  You can take 

an alternative like solar water heater.  With the structure itself, Mrs. Olores house and my house is of 
the same age.  I bought one.  Mine is being put on my roof right now.  I haven’t done anything to my 

house and it’s not something that is harmful to the house.  The pre-paid agreement might not be 
what Mrs. Haack bought.  Mrs. Haack, did you purchase your system?  

Mrs. Haack 

(Not on 
Audio in 

audience) 

Yes. 

Buddy 

Ayudan 

Who did you purchase it from? 

Mrs. Haack 

(Not on 

Audio in 
audience) 

A company that was selling systems. 

Buddy 

Ayudan 

Did they give you a repair charge for coming out?  You said your system wasn’t working and you 

weren’t aware of it. 

Mrs. Haack 
(Not on 

Audio in 
audience) 

Yes.  Somebody just had to go and fix some wires. 

Buddy 

Ayudan 

So it was something that was with the system? 

Mrs. Haack 
(Not on 

Audio in 

audience) 

Yes. It was with installation. 

 So it was insured and everything was taken care of? 

Mrs. Haack 

(Not on 

Audio in 
audience) 

Yes.  They took care of it 

Buddy 

Ayudan 

So you was not aware that your system was not working you said. 

Mrs. Haack 
(Not on 

Audio in 
audience) 

It wasn’t firing on all of the panels because something had connected a wire….. (Inaudible) It’s a 
mess up there.  (Inaudible) 

Buddy So the company you hired, they installed the system.  The County approved it, electrical inspection 
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Ayudan was done, and KIUC came over. 

Mrs. Haack 

(Not on 
Audio in 

audience) 

(Inaudible)  

Buddy 

Ayudan 

So apparently, you kind of knowledgeable about the system itself. You have explained some of the 

things that we normally explain to every customer when it’s done to their home but yet you’re not 
aware of some of the things. 

Mrs. Haack 

(Not on 
Audio in 

audience) 

There are things that you are not aware walking into this.  (Inaudible) 

Bruce Pleas Could you come forward to the mic if we’re gonna have a discussion. 

Buddy 
Ayudan 

I don’t think it’s necessary.  What I’m trying to explain. All this little bitty this, little bitty that, when 
we moved forward on the project, we made sure we had insured everything that was necessary so 

under the pre-paid agreement we had worked with most of the contractors and we picked their brain 
and everything, with this pre-paid agreement it requires them to have hurricane insurance, theft 

insurance, maintenance and monitoring. Now if you’re roof had a leak that may have been caused by 

workmanship, they will take care of it. Now if you’re concerned about if your home can do this or 
that.  If it’s a problem, at that point, every contractor will let you know before they start on it on any 

home because they are liable.  If your home cannot take it, it’s part of their problem and anybody’s 
home if your roof is leaking or going to leak. It’s your responsibility to get it fixed or you’re gonna 

sleep in your bed wet at night.  So the common sense to the whole thing, it’s not an over kill as far as 

digging out of your pocket, we’re not mandating anybody to dig out any funds.  It’s their option and 
their wants that will drive them to do something like that.  All we are trying to do is to have them 

have something that will lower their electrical costs.  So this is a portion thing.  We not in the 
business of forcing anybody to do anything and the real basic thing to the whole side of the picture.  I 

know some of the questions that coming up tonight.  We have gone over them tons of times.  It’s not 
just tonight that we’re hearing them again.  I think that the community put their foot forward ask for 

what they wanted and we came up with the proposal.  After tonight’s meeting when we find out the 

results we’re going to hold a community meeting and it’s gonna be a meeting with hundreds of people 
there so if you have any concerns it’s good to voice them but we not overpowering the whole Kekaha 

or forcing anybody.  If the system was a hazardous thing I would think the County and the State and 
Federal government would have closed this down years ago.  It’s one of the best things to move 

forward with, it’s gonna be one of the necessities. 

Bruce Pleas So the contractors you’re planning to use, their going to be vetted?  Because as Mrs. Haack has 

shown the contractor who installs is ultimately responsible.  And that is what happens across the 
board to any system that is purchased or leased.  If something goofs up with the system, as long as 

the contractors are vetted and is going to be here for a while and I believe that was part of the list 
that was going to be made for KIUC, that is not a problem I see down the line. 

Robin 

Danner 

Correct.  That was one of the requirements made by the County.  Customer service based vetting as 

well as competitive vetting and I would say that I couldn’t say to anyone that because one person had 
a problem with a contractor that no one should have the opportunity for PV. 

Bruce Pleas Wires get crossed, stuff repaired, someone slipped and you know didn’t quite get the wire right.  Stuff 

happens.  My main concern is down the line, when you purchase something from a company, they 
usually cover it you know. 

Robin 

Danner 

Yes 

Laura Haack I have a feeling that some of my points were missed.  I’m not saying that the company that put our 
panels up did a bad job. I’m just saying that people who are having some of those panels installed.  

People have to be aware that sometimes things don’t go, it’s not like they’re going to come put the 

panel on your roof and everything’s gonna be fine.  You have to be aware that sometimes there are 
problems.  Maybe the roof structure or it may not be something you have to have repaired just to 

have water not pour on you while you’re sleeping.  It’s probably not that bad but it may be that you 
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may need to have your roof replaced sooner because you have people walking up there installing 

things and I think people need to be aware that can be things that could go wrong.  It’s not just 

hanging a tag on your doorknob and everything’s gonna be fine. It involves more than that.  I’m also 
kind of concerned that no everybody in Kekaha who lives here with the landfill is going to benefit from 

the solar panels because there’s not enough money collective to this point that everybody can have 
the panels.  Maybe one panel, or maybe you can get the water heater but maybe that doesn’t even 

cover everybody. So what are the people that don’t meet whatever the standards are to be accepted 
into the program to get the grant funding for what their getting.  What about them?  What about you 

get it and your neighbor doesn’t?   

Bruce Pleas And that was addressed at the meetings with 2 to 300 people there both times and I was there to 

watch what the responses were and I was fairly impressed from the responses from even the young 
kids. 

Garrett 

Agena 

I tried to remain quiet but if you were at the community meetings as Bruce stated, you would know 

that we’re only moving with the acceptance and at the proposals put out by the Kekaha residents.  
It’s not our proposals.  It’s what the Kekaha residents want.  So at that community meeting it was 

stated that not everyone would have one in simpler words, it’s more complex than that, and they 
said, it’s ok, let the older ones that have lived with the landfill the longest have first crack at it.  You 

don’t have to accept it, you can just refuse it if you want, and it’s up to you.  Again, we stated to 

them, you might not get one. And they still said it’s ok.  They kept telling us it’s ok so we kept moving 
forward.  It’s not only the roof the only option.  If you don’t want it on your roof, don’t put it on your 

roof, you can put it on the ground.  There are other options available.  I just purchased my system 
and my system is going to cost $11,000 and I put up zero dollars and my monthly expenses will be 

$166 a month, which is less than my monthly utility bill.  

Jose Bulatao I want to respond partly to what Garrett said and other statements that have been made tonight.  I 
will preference my statement by making an observation that I have made from day one about the 

work that has been done by Garret, Patrick, Dennis and Wayne.  I’ve said it before but I feel that it 

needs to be reiterated even once more.  I have had the privilege of being their teacher at one point in 
their lives and I have maintained a high respect for each of them personally.  I have had opportunities 

to meet with them collectively and individually and yes we may have not agreed on everything.  Now 
having said that, I want to make some things very clear to all of us here.  I went to only one 

community meeting here at Kekaha Cafeteria and I was there to witness 250 people from this 
community in attendance.  They had a record of people who signed in and who participated in the 

process of getting more information. But 250 people is not the community.  Now they have met 

several other times.  Sometimes at St. Theresa School and where ever else.  They have had frequent 
meetings as needed with Kekaha community residents who have attended those meetings but we all 

need to be aware that there are between 3800 to 4000 people in this community and we know that 
not everybody will go to all of these meetings.  We know that.  We need to be careful about making 

the assumption that this is what the community wants it is what those in attendance expressed what 

their views are and we need to be clear about that when we refer to what the community wants.  I 
want all of us to be aware of that.  Secondly, I hear from Robin Danner who is a marvelous 

communicator with information she has to share and because of her background with the things that 
she has done in Alaska and in Hawaii, and in a manner and style in which she has worked with 

various community components to do a wide variety of projects, for me personally, and I do not want 

to micro-manage, but because I feel a very deep responsibility personally about the handling of public 
funding’s that we in this community, the entire community have been able to receive annually, I feel a 

very strong personal obligation to be prudent about what information is available in the way and 
manner and style in which we recommend those allocations and I don’t want to micro-manage, I 

agree with you on that Bruce.  We need to know the information that should be forthcoming as much 
as possible, as much as it is feasible and that is why I personally ask a lot of questions.  I ask 

questions about vetting the individuals or the entities coming into the mixture of how we are going to 

operate this project and I insist upon it again because we are charged with the responsibility of 
handling public funds.  This is what is so unusual, this is what’s so different from what Dr. Laura 

Haack did on her own as a personal homeowner or Wayne or Garrett for that matter, I think Dennis 
also, I don’t know about Patrick but if they did this on their own, it’s their personal business. But 

when we are using public funds to provide an opportunity of choice as both Garrett and Wayne have 
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pointed out, we need to be careful about the manner and style in which we are going to make these 

approvals and as Robin pointed out, it was not until the workshop that we found out that there are 

other options that may be considered and may be available for the residents to choose from.  And 
when did this come out? June 25, 2013.  And I have records to the fact that there was something that 

came out in May that was signed by Mary Jean, officer of E Ola Mau and then it was taken back for a 
new proposal to come out as of June 16, which is why I asked you that question.  When was this 

dated?  It was not the one that was dated on May 1st as I have received earlier and because of these 
conflicting dates in terms of being responsible in the manner in which we know what we are 

approving, we know what is happening, we can accept the changes that are going on because these 

guys who have worked tirelessly to gather the bulk of information to try to deliver the best possible 
but in light of the variables that have come to our attention, for me personally, I think it is important 

to be very cautious about what we are doing in behalf of the community. 

Yvonne 
Hosaka 

Mr. B.  I can explain about the first proposal signed by E Ola Mau in May.  However, that information 
was not provided to the CAC members and I don’t know how you obtain a copy, probably because 

you are an advisor to E Ola Mau.  But that was not sent to any of the CAC members.  That weekend 
prior to the filing of the agenda I had sat with the uncles to try to finalize the proposal to present to 

the CAC members, so Dennis had asked me to get E Ola Mau’s signature so Mary Jean and I met she 

signed the proposal because of the time constraints in filing the agenda, I offered to walk the 
proposal through for signatures.  However, because they were going to meet with Robin Danner the 

very next day, they asked me to hold off on filing the agenda until Monday this was a Friday and Mary 
Jean signed on Thursday.  The format of what they proposed, the matrix was actually better than 

what they originally put down on paper on that proposal.  That matrix showed what was originally 

proposed, what was adjusted so that matrix was a good presentation to what all of you wanted to see 
with regard to the final proposal versus what they had originally submitted.  Hence the reason why 

that proposal was not submitted. None of the other CAC members got that. 

Jose Bulatao Yvonne I am not questioning the merit and the advancement of fine-tuning the proposal from what 
was sent originally to what was finally presented here. I have no question about the merit of what 

transpired but at the same time, all of us need to be cognizant of the fiduciary responsibilities we 
have and I personally cannot react with a knee jerk.  And to make it even worst, because of the 

extenuating circumstances, from day one, I wasn’t never able to even ask a question much less vote 

for or against this proposal because I serve as an advisor to E Ola Mau.  And as such, I deliberately 
did not go to any of the community meetings held with E Ola Mau and the project proposal people.  I 

did not stick my nose with what was going on at the County level because I did not want to be 
accused of a conflict of interest. I wanted to make sure that whatever transpired was at least for me 

personally on a matter of trust but as I began to see the degree and extent to which these people 

researched and looked at a wide range of possibilities and checked with people like Maybell Fujiuji of 
KEO and Blue Planet and all of the above so to speak, I knew full well that what they had carried in 

their hands was an awesome responsibility but at the same time those of us sitting here on the table, 
we need to have a degree of checks and balances about what is transpiring and I feel it is not in the 

best interest of the CAC to let go three quarters of a million dollars on a matter of what might be 
pending and when I look at the minutes of the workshop, there are still a lot of unclear things that 

need to be clarified, that we need that accountability, we need that transparency, we need that clarity 

and until we come to such a place and time, it’s up to those who can vote to decide. 

Bruce Please So the question on that, I was kind of wondering what this was, so what you’re talking about is in our 
packet, a memorandum received April 30th, 2012.   

Yvonne 

Hosaka 

What you received dated April 30th, 2012 is the second proposal and it was recommended on that 

meeting date to the Mayor.  At the May 22nd Meeting the CAC requested a copy of that last proposal 
dated April 30, 2012. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  That clears up some of that paperwork I was trying to figure out. 

Thomas Nizo So with that being said, without that 2nd motion, do we take a vote at all. 

Bruce Pleas We are in discussion.  We need a motion and a second to move forward.  If there is no motion, 

second, we would have to defer to the next meeting. I’m going to read what was handed to me from 
Big Boy.  Big Boy wanted to share with the CAC members that he is in support of the PV Project and 
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wanted everyone to know that although he wasn’t’ able to attend, he wants to see the project move 

forward.  We have not received anything from any other CAC members.  One of our CAC members is 

probably incommunicado at this point. 

Evelyn 

Olores 

I’d like to just comment on Laura Haack and I’m sorry that she left and I feel for Laura because she 

was asked who did all her thing over there but if you look at her proposal, she thought about many 

different things that could be done with this money in terms of health, physical education, walk 
around the park and I just wanted to make that comment before she left, so I’m sorry she left. 

Thomas Nizo So to save some time can we make a motion and move on rather than going on and on and on about 

what’s happened, what hasn’t happened, but we need some closure, or we need to move on.  So I 
make a motion to send this project up for recommendation to the Mayor.   So does anybody second 

it, or does this die right now. 

Bruce Pleas I’m in a quandary because I cannot second 

Jose Bulatao If this receives a second, I want you to know exactly where I’m coming from. 

Bruce Pleas We need to have a second if not, we will go back looking for another motion. 

Myra Elliott I’m going to second this just so that we can make a decision. 

Bruce Pleas Ok we have a second, open for final discussion Motion to send project 
up for recommendation 

to the Mayor moved by 

Thomas and seconded 
by Myra. 

Jose Bulatao My final discussion is this.  I don’t know what the vote turnout will be but I am contemplating and it 

breaks my heart to say this but I’m gonna say it right up front.  I’m resigning from this committee as 
of tonight depending on how the vote turns out.  I am under personal duress and stress and I can’t 

take any more of it.  I just wanted to let you know that 

Bruce Pleas Thank you for being honest. 

Myra Elliott I’m uncomfortable that we don’t have the other members that have been going through this process 
and we are making this decision. 

Thomas Nizo Well don’t second. 

Myra Elliott Well I already did.  There are three votes that are missing here.  I don’t 

know, I’m so torn. 

 

Bruce Pleas You just seconded.  It doesn’t mean you have to vote a certain way.  You can vote which ever way 
you want. 

Yvonne 

Hosaka 

I just wanted to remind you that Robert would also have to recuse himself so the only other members 

missing are Big Boy and Glenn. 

Thomas Nizo So I mean, if I made the motion, if she’s uncomfortable 

Myra Elliott No, I seconded it. 

Bruce Pleas She seconded it and we’ve had some discussion.  Ok is there any more 
discussion?  So at this point, we had five members in discussion, we 

have because of Jose Bulatao is recused so I am asking a show of hands 
to recommend this project to the Mayor.  At this point.  All in favor 

please raise your hand. 

We have 3 Yes and 1 
against.  Motion passed 3 

Yes, 1 No, 1 recused.  And 
at this point, the 

recommendation will be 

sent to the Mayor.  Please 
send the letter to me and I 

will send it in and as a 
courtesy to everybody, 

there will be closing 

statements from each 
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person if they so wish at 

this point. 

Jose Bulatao Thank you for this opportunity to have served on this committee and I 
officially resign.  Thank you. 

7:47 pm 

Thomas Nizo As for me, I have a going away party for my son so I have to leave now. 7:47 pm 

Evelyn 

Olores 

My thing is the committee did a real good job about saying the whole community wants this project.  

I’ve sat with countless people that did not think this project was well enough for the whole Kekaha to 

have PV’s in their house and let’s face it, this is reality, not everybody can have that and with the 
amount of money we’re going to spend, money could be spent other ways rather than this project.  

To begin with remember, I was the one to give this project a go almost 2 years ago, 2011 and it’s 
2013 and part of the things that Yvonne mentioned that the different questions that were answered, I 

did not receive any of those answers. I received answers to questions now but to me all the time it 
was like the cart before the horse because the questions I asked were not answered during the 

workshop and there’s a lot of people that will be upset and maybe disappointed because this money is 

really big and it won’t go to 3000 people in the community, maybe 100 or not even 100 people will 
get this PV system from this money and I feel it’s unfair for the rest of the community that will not 

see the monies from the HCB funds. 

Myra Elliott You know Evelyn, I agree with you it’s 141 to 154 homes, but I’m hoping and praying that this is a 
start that it can happen to more people and I’m also praying that it helps the people that have lived 

here the longest and I know we don’t know a lot, but we know a lot and we don’t know all the 
answers and we won’t until it starts, but I’m hoping it’s a jump start for the community.  It is a good 

project it’s just I wish we had more so that everyone could benefit as well. 

Bruce Pleas And I want everyone to remember that I was the one against this project from the beginning because 

I wanted everyone to get it.  And that’s a pretty big 180 for me but I feel comfortable that like Myra 
said, we’re starting and hopefully we’re going forward and after reviewing what Solarize has done 

throughout the United States, we’re equaling the amount of units that are getting PV for a community 
of 1200 houses compared to some cities that have millions of people so I think we’re doing well and I 

hope this works out.  That was our final comments on this.  At this point, this meeting will need to be 
adjourned because we have a lack of quorum.  All other items on the agenda will be deferred to the 

next meeting and the next meeting will be? 

Yvonne 

Hosaka 

I will email all of you the next meeting date.   I was going to actually ask Glenn tonight when he 

would be returning from his trip so that I could set up the rest of the year calendar. 

Bruce Pleas Glenn has resigned as of the 10th of July. 

Beth 

Tokioka 

Yes. This was going to be his last meeting.  We’ll just assume that resignation stands for now. 

Bruce Pleas I believe that our next meetings will be to activate the next cycle and hopefully Mrs. Haack comes 

forward with some of these ideas that can be put into grants and we will be looking what was 
outlined about six months ago when Yvonne came on board and we had a lay-out and I believe that’s 

where we will be heading at the next meeting.   

Evelyn 
Olores 

We have three people left, I move we adjourn. 

  Meeting adjourned due 

to loss of quorum 7:50 
pm 
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Kekaha Landfill Horizontal Expansion 

Kekaha Host Community Benefits – Citizens’ Advisory Committee (KHCB CAC) 
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Kekaha Neighborhood Center 08/26/13 – 6:00 pm – 9:00 pm 
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Secretary; Myra Elliott, Alfred “Big Boy” Kupo, Jr., Thomas Nizo, Imai Karratti, Tony Ricci 
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II. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
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IV. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
a. Meeting Minutes of July 8, 2013 

 
V. FINANCIAL REPORT 

a. Update on CAC request to Department of Finance for Compete Financial Record in full detail of starting 

balance to current day inclusive of interest. 
 

VI. NEW BUSINESS 
a. Discussion and Possible Decision-Making, Extension of Grant Period, St. Theresa School, Photovoltaic Project 

b. Update – Approval of the Mayor - Solarize Kekaha Project 

 
VII. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

a. Discussion and Possible Decision-Making, Equipment – Hawaii Rainbow Road Crew 
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Trashology 101 

c. Discussion and Possible Decision-Making, Grant Policy Manual 
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Meeting Minutes 

Kekaha Host Community Benefits Fund 
Meeting No. 43 

Kekaha Neighborhood Center, Kekaha, Kauai, HI 
August 26, 2013 

Meeting Time:  6:00 pm – 9:00 pm 
 

CAC Attendees Present: Chair, Bruce Pleas; Vice-Chair, Vacant; Secretary, Evelyn Olores; , Thomas Nizo, Tony Ricci  
Absent: Al “Big Boy” Kupo, Myra Elliott, Imai Karratti and Robert Jackson  
Non-Voting Members:  Beth Tokioka, Yvonne Hosaka 

Agenda 
Item 

Minutes Action 

I.  Call To 
Order/Roll 
Call 

Meeting Called to order by Chair Bruce Pleas.  Chair noted clarification from County 
Attorney through Beth with regards to no quorum for tonight’s meeting is as follows:  The 
CAC may meet with no discussion and no decision making.  Meeting shall be for 
informational purposes only.  Roll Call:  Bruce Pleas, Thomas Nizo, Tony Ricci and 
Evelyn Olores present.  Present were 4 members. 

Meeting Called to 
order 6:30 pm 

II.  
Approval 
of Agenda 

Approval of Agenda deferred due to no quorum No Quorum – Item 
Deferred to next CAC 
Meeting 

III.  Public 
Testimony 

There was no public testimony submitted  

IV.  
Approval 
of the 
Minutes 

Approval of 7-8-13 Meeting Minutes deferred due to no quorum No Quorum – Item 
Deferred to next CAC 
Meeting 

V.  
Financial 
Report 

Report distributed to all CAC Members.  Ernest Barreira, Department of Finance present.  Report presented by 
Ernest Barreira as distributed.   
 
Ernest Barreira – Good evening CAC members, The report is now being prepared by our budget team to assure 
accurate and consistency in the manner of which the information is provided to you.  One of the things that the 
budget team will do is extract information, both payments and appropriations directly from the budget ordinance 
as it is conveyed within the financial reporting system of the County so the information that you see on this 
comprehensive report is the most accurate that replaces everything that we have provided in the past.  I think that 
in the past we’ve extracted information from different resources, while it was substantially accurate, I am much 
more comfortable saying now that based on our budget teams’ involvement this latest report represents the most 
accurate figures.  As opposed to going line by line, I would open it up to questions if it pleases the chair, but I do 
want to state the current balance as of, if we assume that the final award has been taken from this appropriation 
and that would be the photovoltaic project for $780,000, the balance would be $320,483.92.  That would be 
reflected at the next financial report assuming that appropriation has been allocated.   

Bruce 
Pleas 

Ok.  Thank you.  That was the number that is of an interest to me, of what we have left.  And also, is it possible for 
this report to be updated for each of our meetings and what is the time frame that the group that’s doing this can 
up them? 

Ernie 
Barreira 

We can update it at the request of the committee. 

Bruce 
Please 

Ok.  I’d be looking for an extra line to be added on for every meeting if there is any interest or any movement. 

Ernest 
Barreira 

Ok.  We can do that. 

Bruce 
Pleas 

Are there any other comments.  Ok.  Thank you Ernie.  Oh, Just a minute. 

Beth 
Tokioka 

Now that I look at this Ernie, I think that we should probably clarify on some of these grants I think there may be a 
final payment pending for example, school garden $4500, I think that total grant was $5000 so that extra $500 
would not be available to grant because it’s always encumbered so to speak, so if there was any way to show 
what was encumbered that would include any final payments on these grants. 

Ernest We can arrange that as well. 
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Barreira 

Bruce 
Please 

Ok.  Thank you.  Any questions from the CAC?  No.  Ok, Jose would like to come up and speak. 

Jose Good evening, Jose Bulatao, Kekaha resident.    If memory serves me correctly, when I was a previous member 
of the CAC I think the item A under financial report, update on CAC request to the Department of Finance for a 
complete financial record detail inclusive of interest, I am concerned about the inclusive of interest portion.  I think 
this is what we were primarily concerned with.  Prior to all of the previous meetings, we did not get a financial 
report when we started and when we were having monthly reports once it started, they were never sent to us in 
any degree of clarity and I’m simply wondering whether that information if it were properly researched as to 
whether or not there was any interest being earned because our minutes will show that this was an interest 
bearing account and we wanted some accountability of what interest was being earned from the very beginning 
and I would like that clarified. 

Ernest 
Barreira 

Thank you Mr. Bulatao.  Absolutely a fair question and that’s why bringing in the budget team to conduct an 
analysis of the financial was important because what you are looking at before you accounts for all of the interest 
that was applied to this account because Mr. Bulatao is correct, it is an interest bearing account so all of the 
interest is reflected within this latest allocation report.  It is taken directly from the financial system of the county 
populated by various elements of the county. 

Bruce 
Pleas 

So, you’re saying from the beginning of the allocation of money, $650,000, we have been receiving interest from 
that point. 

Ernest 
Barreira 

In varying amounts.  It was much better in 2008 and of course in recent months, horrific because of the interest 
rate situation. 

Bruce 
Please 

Ok.we have it on the record that that is… 

Beth 
Tokioka 

I’m sorry, Please note.  Clarification.  When the council passed that ordinance, they said interest would be 
accrued as of the passage of that ordinance which was I believe in Sept. of 2010.  So there was a period until that 
was passed that interest was not accrued. 

Bruce 
Pleas 

Ok.  Could we get clarification on when the interest started?  Kicked in by ordinance. 

Ernest  I will check and clarify that with the budget team. 

Bruce 
Pleas 

Ok.  Thank you.  And also, I’d like to also point out one thing in the last appropriation was $2.38 per ton of what 
we had and that’s up from $1 to 1.80 to 2.38 a ton. 

Ernest 
Barreira 

Correct.  Yes. And I explained that the last time I was here that the council retained the amount that would have 
existed if the tipping fee legislation that we proposed had passed.  They kept the amount the same. 

Bruce 
Pleas 

Ok.  Thank you  If there aren’t any more questions.  Thank you Ernie. 

Bruce 
Pleas 

Ok.  We are now done with the financial report.  We are going into new business.  We will have St. Theresa 
provide an update as to where they are.  We will skip discussion and decision making because we do not have a 
quorum.   

Beth 
Tokioka 

Questions are ok, but no deliberations. 

Mary Jean 
Buza Sims 

Good Evening.  I would like to defer the update to Matt Taeza who is our project manager.   

Matt 
Taeza 

Good Evening.  Subsequent to the last meeting, we still did not go out with our RFP to receive installation bids. 
We did complete our package and a copy of our RFP package was forwarded for review.  We received 4 bids of 
5.  We have tentatively selected a contractor and regarding that process, our application for building permit with 
the county is complete and ready to be submitted except we are waiting on once piece and that’s whether or not 
our package needs to be stamped by an engineer.  We found out that KIUC does not require a stamp of approval 
for systems 35KW and below so were under the impression that we did not have to get a stamp but recently 
learned that we may now have to get a stamp so once we get that information we will submit our application to the 
County.  The contractor is ready to start pending that permit.  We have 98% of equipment awaiting to be installed 
on site.  The KIUC side, we did receive our notice to proceed document and as far as our agreement with KIUC 
we are all squared away and good to go at this time. 

Bruce 
Pleas 

So KIUC is good and you didn’t need a stamp but then you found the County is requiring that?  Was the County 
good with the RFP Process. 
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Matt 
Taeza 

It was an open bid, but sealed bid process.  We went out to a lot of the west side contractors, some from Lihue, 
one of them did not meet the deadline.   

Bruce 
Pleas 

How was the RFP notified to the public?  

Bruce 
Pleas 

This is a question to the County.  We were looking at open bid process and I would like to have a response on the 
County’s take on the RFP.  This isn’t something for the CAC to deal with, I just want to make sure that the RFP 
Process was according to County grant specifications. 

Beth 
Tokioka 

There is no requirement for a grantee to use a RFP process of any kind.  We weren’t told to put that condition to 
any of the grants.  We’ve had that discussion since then and I think that Nalani will be placing that in the grants to 
ask them to use competitive bid and to report back how they did that, but they were not required in any way. 

Bruce 
Pleas 

That’s what I needed to know. 

Matt 
Taeza 

If I can comment.  There is a requirement from the County and it is included in our agreement that we signed and 
in that agreement, I believe it was the building division who made some recommendations and they asked that we 
at least bid the project out to at least 3 bidders. 

Bruce 
Please 

Ok.  Thank you.   I read through this whole thing and it’s good that you’re moving forward and one thing I will put 
out at this point, myself, I will be asking that when we come to the payback to the community, we will be asking for 
some names.  

Mary Jean 
Buza Sims 

We included that as part of our requirement in getting this grant and it’s on the table always when we talk about 
this project.  I would like to go back to the Financial report presented by Mr. Barreira and remind the CAC that St. 
Theresa photovoltaic project for $49,500, I believe the total allotment was for $55,000 so I just want to make sure 
it was included in the budget. 

Bruce 
Pleas 

Ok.  Thank you.  We have requested that. 

Bruce 
Pleas 

Are there anymore questions for St. Theresa update.  

Thomas 
Nizo 

I have one.  What came up for the need of this extension?  

Matt 
Taeza 

There was a redesign of the system.  We initially started at a 10kW and then moved to 20 
then back to 15 where we are now.  That was in working with KIUC and then making 
some recommendations on the sizing of the system. 

 

Thomas 
Nizo 

I’m gonna ask a hard question.  As small as our community is, was there any time during 
the project that you guys have a financial issue at all with the contractor? 

 

Matt 
Taeza 

I wouldn’t say a financial issue but there was an issue with purchasing from one of our 
vendors for the redesign and once we redesigned, as well as equipment had to be 
exchanged so there was an issue but that sort of helped with the delay. 

 

Thomas 
Nizo 

Ok.  Cool.  

Tony Ricci What is your projected start date?  

Matt 
Taeza 

I was trying to get one by tonights meeting but with our application still pending with the 
County, but I can tell you that we have all our ducks in a row and once we get that go 
ahead from the county, the contractor has to start 20 days from that date. 

 

Tony Ricci Who is your contractor?  

Matt 
Taeza 

AR Construction  

Tony Ricci Is KIUC helping get these final stamps.  

Matt 
Taeza 

Right now, our contractor is submitting our package to the County.  They are saying that 
it is required for us to get an electrical engineer stamp and I’ve already spoken to our 
Associate engineer who will be getting it stamped and returning it and turning it around. 
But I couldn’t tell you right now how long their process would be right now. 

 

Bruce Any more questions?  Ok, thank you very much.  
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Mary Jean Ok Bruce I just need some clarification. Since you don’t have a quorum, do we need to 
report back at the next meeting with regards to the extension? 

 

Bruce Yes.  

Bruce Next, new business is update of approval of the Mayor for the Kekaha Solarize Project.  They may update us if 
they wish to provide an update. 

Buddy 
Ayudan 

Good evening.  We are at the point where everything is ready to go and we are waiting for the County Financial 
agreement.  There is no other movement until the agreement is completed.  Our coordinator is handling this.  
Other than that, in due time we will start our process with the community to get things going.  That’s about it for 
now. 

Bruce 
Pleas 

So, you are waiting for the Financial Grant agreement? 

Buddy 
Ayudan 

Yes.   

Thomas 
Nizo 

Do you know if it’s going out in phases 

Beth 
Tokioka 

That’s exactly what we are waiting for.  Nalani is back now and she is preparing the grant 
package like we’ve done with all of the other grants and we are asking for a schedule of 
disbursements and we are waiting on that from Robin but the rest are being prepared. 

 

Bruce 
Please 

Ok.  That’s new business B.  We have unfinished business and all of that will be deferred until our next meeting.  
Rainbow Road Crew.  You may come up and say anything you want but we will not be able to make any 
decisions. 

Ron Olen Well one of the questions that I have is when this equipment eventually gets turned over what kind of procedures 
do you have?  What we have is a computer that is a pretty advanced editing computer which is professional 
software of $500 and a camera so I’d like to know what kind of procedures you have so that people would have 
access to it?  The other thing is, there are two other projects that I’d like to continue that are very high in priority 
for the use of the equipment for Kekaha and I’d like to present that.  My main concern is how people would make 
good use of this equipment. 

Thomas 
Nizo 

What is it a Macbook pro?  

Ron Olen Macbook Pro, lots of memory,   

Thomas 
Nizo 

What camera is it?  

Ron Olen Cannon, digital.  I can’t remember what specific.  Cost was about $600.  

Thomas 
Nizo 

I don’t know about the whole access issue but I definitely know that the Waimea Theater 
is not in Kekaha but we are involved with a lot of projects involving Kekaha and would like 
to see that someone learns how to use it from Kekaha to open up using the equipment 
for events then that person can be used with that equipment for these events. So the 
issue is, if you’re going to house it, and if the tradeoff is that you teach and take on that 
responsibility to teach video classes for free, something to that matter for some Kekaha 
resident.   

 

Ron Olen One of the things I’d like to do is like a west side Hoike once or twice a month and people 
talk about something and that would be a good chance for someone to learn how to use 
the equipment. 

 

Evelyn 
Olores 

I know they have media classes at Waimea High School so maybe somehow some kind 
of workshop could be done and maybe have the classes here where young people would 
have the chance to learn and make their own productions here.  Teach them how to take 
care of the equipment and use it.  I understand what Thomas is saying.  I think the first 
thing is teaching them how to operate this equipment.  Advertise it or something.   

 

Ron Olen I’d love to see some short films.  Maybe have kids do short films and show it at the 
theater. 

 

Yvonne Recommended Mr. Olen present in writing to the CAC what he would like to use the 
equipment for. 
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Thomas 
Nizo 

Just a suggestion.  February is the Waimea Town Celebration to get the ball going to do 
short films. 

 

Ron Olen Ok.  Thank you  

Bruce 
Pleas 

Ok.  Thank you.  Next on the agenda is unfinished business is b.  Boys and girls club 
trashology 101 will be deferred.  No representation here. 

 

Bruce 
Pleas 

All other items under new business will be deferred.  CAC members please be sure to 
review and be prepared for the next meeting to get those going.  I feel it is very important 
to get the new cycle of funding up and running. 

 

Bruce 
Pleas 

Communications.  Email OIP Sunshine Law guidelines.  I read through that it was very 
good.  Basically bottom line is, if you like to talk story about anything on the agenda, 
discuss only at meetings. 

 

Bruce 
Pleas 

With that, we have future agenda items which is everything on this agenda to be deferred 
to the next meeting. 

 

Bruce 
Pleas 

Anything else new?  

Yvonne 
Hosaka 

Yes.  The vacancy of the vice-chair.  

Bruce 
Pleas 

I would like to defer that for now.  

Yvonne 
Hosaka 

I will get a few alternative dates and let everyone know and we’ll go from there.  

Bruce 
Pleas 

Final roll call.  

Evelyn 
Olores 

Four members present.  Still no quorum  

Bruce 
Pleas 

Meeting adjourned.  Thank you everybody for being here. Meeting adjourned 
7:47pm 
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